DST 2-2

BEHIND THE SCENES

Privacy and smartphone apps: What
data your phone may be giving away
(CBC Marketplace)

SMARTPHONE PRIVACY - - Part 2: Hackers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xx1AUupLn2w
The World of Hacking (checking out the pros in a convention in Las Vegas). Asha, the programme presenter, speaks with
different professionals about ways one’s personal data could be accessed by others.

VOCABULARY LOOK

STUDENT HANDOUT

Here is some vocabulary which might help you in answering the questions and in your speaking:

a flaw

to up the ante

NEW WINDOW

to lock sb out (of st)

a throwaway email

to drain st

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/spoof

free dictionary
SEARCH
Q1 What does ‘to spoof somebody’ mean in this context of hacking?

6:40 – 6:55
Defcom is the largest hacker convention in the world
Q2 This convention is made up of many ‘white hat hackers’. Who are they?

7:15 – 7:39
Stealing your identity without you knowing it
Q3 What can the “Briefcase of Doom” do and how is it done?

7:40 – 9:47
Human hackers
Q4 Chris and Michelle are human hackers. They can hack somebody by simply using information that was shared online
and from that, take on the identity of the victim to gain access to more information by pretending to be that person.
They use Asha, the presenter, as an example. Fill in the gaps as they do their work:
1. They ____________ Asha’s number so it looks like she’s calling from her phone.
2. They get her phone balance and what she owes on a recording from typing in her _________________________.
3. They get Asha’s _________________________ by pretending to be her while speaking to the company’s representative on
the phone.
4. They next get her _______________ details.
5. They add ___________________________________________ to the account.
6. Then they do a ______________________________ on that same bank account so Asha no longer can access her own bank
account.
Q5 What information is dangerous to put online?

9:50 – 10:55
Clicking on links
Q6 Asha was sent a link to her cellphone, which she clicked onto, and this provided the man to get photos of her. Besides
the photos, he mentioned he can easily access three other things. What were they?
123-

DISCUSS

∙Was there anything in the video that surprised you?
∙Do you think you’ll start doing things differently?
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